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ABSTRACT

“Starfire” is set during the week of “IntelCHI
‘04,” which,
according to our story, will be taking place in London. It
was shot in 35mm film, then transfemed to tape and edited
using digital video techniques [18]. Today this is still a
relatively expensive process; the next few years will see
the prices tumble as desktop video takes greater hold.

Developing a new working computer systcm can now cost
hundreds of millions of dollars, atl expended at great risk.
Company managers who must take twponsibility
for
m,aking development decisions arc loath 10 do so without
being able to see and understand the systcm they will be
“buying.”

This paper refers to “S tarfiie” both as a film and, because
it will be distributed in the video medium, as an instance
of a “video prototype.”
It avoids using a more complex
am,alg,am such as “lilmhideo
prototype.”

When Sunsoft launched the Starfire pro!ccl to develop a
next-generation interface, we turned to wdeo prototyping,
in the form of a short 35 mm film delivered in video. Not
only were we thus able m show in malure form many key
specifics of our new in(dacc
design, bu[ we were able m
communicate a strong sense of the resulting overall user
This paper dcscrilws
observations
and
experience.
guidelines we developed during the early smgcs of the
film, and what our expcricncxx were in applying them.

The purpose of this cme-study paper is to present why we
chose video prototyping,
and how we attempted to avoid
its limitations and draw from its strengths,
WHY

Fihn, video, video proto~ypc, proto[ype,
observation,
guideline,
drama, story, interaction,
gesture, stylus,
mouse, voice recognition, an(hropomorph ic agent, ngcnr,
feedback, social, ethics, privacy, future
INTRODUCTION

Fdm or video enables one to build the ultimate demo out
Gone are hardware limitations and
of pure “unobtmium.”
computer artifacts. Evel-ything works perfectly, no matter
how many times the spectator looks at the tape, and
messages, both subtle and explicit
can move the user
toward any conclusions
the film maker had in mind.
These me both the advanlage
and curse of video
prototyping.
Will you end up with a prototype
of a
system that can be built,
or only a slick piece of
propaganda?

Two years ago, SunSol’t launched a project [o develop and
promulgate
an advanced
integra(cdl
computingcomtnunication
interface named Startire. We envisioned
two end results: a phased-in ilnlllclnelll;l[it)ll
plan, and a
video prototype which wfoukl enable us to leap forward a
full decade, showing a day in the life of a typicat Slarfire
user in the year 2004.
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‘Ttartire” was, from the beginning, under the technical and
creative COIl~O1of SunS oft’s Human Factors Engineering
Group. “Starfire”
was to be a video prototype of a real
proposed
system,
capturing
enough
detail
of the
interaction
methodology
to display the concepts.
The
softw,we interface had to be capable of reaching maturity
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PROTOTYPE?

Computer prototypes offer a relatively inexpensive way to
visualize at least parts of future systems, but may fail to
communicate the overall feel of a new user experience,
either because key hardware that will support the new
system simply does not existj or because of the difficulty
of creating a fluid, interactive mock-up of a large system.
[16, 17, 23]
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within ten years, specifically
by November
when the story in the film takes place.

politics:
Fly down to City Hall.
fact s’? Try the hospital.

16, 2004,

for medical

The level of detail shown in the computer graphics during
the brief fly-over are well beyond today’s technology and
may be beyond
workstation
technology
in 2004.
However, as with the curved desktop display, we felt that
such an information
environment
was worthy
of
introduction.
It could well be that ten ye,ars from now, we
won’ t lmve the polygon count to produce as high-quality
graphics ~s we show in the film, but we will have a count
high enough to make effective use of the metaphor.

[6] , its successors [1], and
“Knowledge
Navigator”
FIewlett-Packard’s
“111) 1995” video [2”\ demonstrated
technologies,
such as highly-ski Ilcd all[llr~)p[)rn{)l.pllic
agents, that may not be zpproachablc
Ior 100 years.
AT&T’s
“Connections”
video [3], leaturcd videophones
that could not only perform Ilawk-xs “live” translations,
but could re-articulate
the cdlcr’s lip, throat, aud flicial
movements to perfectly track the ncw words.
In attempting to create a bclicvablc km-year vision, we
wanted to avoid such leaps into the Iu[uw, but soon found
both the film aml video media inexorably pulling on us m
make radicaf compromises of our own. (Amr the course of
the project, to keep us from s[raying into fantasy, we
set 01’ ohscrvations
and
developed
the followin:
guidelines.
Interaction
Observation:
easily
accomplished
on film
even
impossible
to actually
computer.

Searching

Observation:
The “users”
(actors)
in a video
prototype
will
show
no distress
in using
the
interface,
regardless
of its quality.
Video prototypes, while costing a tiny fraction of robust
full-system prototypes, tend to be off-budget.
They are
not a matter of gathering together a few or a few dozen
engineers toge[her for a year or three, working kind of
over in a comer. They require, instead, actual cash.

techniques
most
may be difficult
or
implement
on the

When at Apple, several Starfire members, including this
author, worked on a project
to develop a series of
vignettes showing future users accomplishing
tasks with
The final results were shot inexperimental
interfaces.
house in video with practically no budget. Managers and
outsiders were unable to look past the dearth of production
vatues and appreciate the ideas expressed. The project had
virt u,ally no impact on Apple’s future direction.

Video
prototyping
at once eliminates
all software
limitations.
Want an Z[ltllropolnorpllic
agenl that is
capable of carrying out your most sotlly-whispered
voice
command?
No problem.
WanL a 30 frame per second,
real-time fly-through of an exmmcly complex 31> shaded
Want itls[allt translalioo
with
model?
No problem.
computed re-animalioo
O( mouth and lip positions?
No
problem.

“Knowledge
Navigator”
was
produced
by Apple’s
Creative Services department, the folks responsible for the
corporate logo and the building
signs. They had three
things going for them: the creators, Hugh Dubberly and
Doris Mitch, are both talented individuals;
they received
CTOOd
input from Alan Kay and several of his colleagues,
o

Such seeming technok~gical fea(s arc easily accomplished
in film. After ,all, to malw it “appear’) that a tramskuor is
not only converting
the words, but the moulh posi~ion,
you need only film (11Cactor speaking in [be second
language.
The remarkably conut
mou~b posi(iou (hen
comes for free. To do a more realistic simulation of live
translation, you must go 10 extra lroublc to not “correct”
the mouth position, by filming lhe actor saying the words
in the original langunge, then overdubbing
tbc dialog in
the second ltinguagc.

and they had a high enough budget to produce a real tlhn.
Knowledge Navigator had a profound effect on Apple and
on the industry.
We were interested in “Starfiie” having a profound effect.
We launched a full-blown
fund-raising
effort, garnering
support
not only
within
engineering,
but within
marketing, sales, and public relations. These latter people
do not intend to shell out money for a films showing
people with dour expressions
making
errors while
stumbling through a prototype system. They want happy
people basking in the warm glow of a computer that
always works. We wanted to do our best to ensure that
those happy people would be just as happy ten years from
now when they sat down at the real thing.

Our
Guideline:
In translating IIlc iu[crface vision into
film, continually
ques~ion wlm[her each objccl or action
can be accomplished in ten years on a real computer.

Result:
We were repeatedly tcmpmd to lower the cost of
the film by pushing the (ime Iinc out “just a Iillle.”
We
ended up eliminating
some of the interactivity
when the
only other choice was [0 tatw some impossible leap in(o
the future.

Our
Guideline:
The Starfire
interface
must be
designed, tested, and reiterated the same way any other
iuterface would.

At the same time, wc (ricd to not [(w quickly overlook
film’s
“suggestions.”
Io “S(arfirc”,
wc show a city
representing
(11c Heroine’s
information
space, which
contains 100 million
docoments.
Waut in[”orma[ion on

Result:
We fooled the marketers.
“S tarfire” may be
the first video prototype to show an actuat bug, when the
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computer attempts to “read” a ham on ryc sandwich.
is indwl
outside of this sing]e gli[ch, bowevcr, “Stwiirc”
the story of a woman finding fame, Ior(une, and happiness
through the good graces 01 hcr pcrl’cctly-ful~clic>lling
machines.

Our story line forced us to develop a design for Starfire
that would enable people to reach their information space
quickly and smoothly,
that would enable Julie, when
0’Connor
waves around his copy of Auto Week, to not
only pull up within 30 seconds the same issue—with
annotations-but
to relrieve subsequent materials that
would help hcr negate everything in O’Connor’s
central
argument.

Most of the interactions seen in the film wcw built and
tested in isolation to ensure that they woulct work. A few,
including
the most advanced one, cnlailin:
a secondperson virtual rcali(y “clipboard”
display, could uot be
built within our time and budgel constraiu(s.
In these
ca$es, we relied upon a lot of t’cedback from San’s senior
designers and other industry leaders.
Observation:
In real life, things
don’t
work
as planned.
In film,
they
will
you’re
very careful.

Results:
Having to write the story as it would likely
happen, rather than assit would happen in a perfect world,
forced us to explore some very real issues—such as
ubiquitous information
space access with fast, intelligent
rctliev,al-we
Inight othelwise have been able to ignored.

always
unless

Observation:
Hardware
in video
prototypes
can be complex
to the point
of impossibility
and still appear
to be easy to fabricate.

It’s much easier to wri(e a s(ory where everything goes as
planned, rather than one whcm (hings go wrong and
people must react on [he spur of’ [IN moment. In the case
such a plan will safely
of a video pro(olype, howcvtr,
insulate a slow aad ineffective
computer system from
(Will] st]ch a story, one
displaying
its obvious flaws.
also has the problem of the spcctaiors tilling asleep.)

“Knowledge Navigator” featured a fold-in-half display that,
once unfolded
and started up, became a seamless,
continuous surface. For engineers to actually build such a
display would border on the impossible.
For the film
nmkers compositing screen animations over a still image
of (he opened “Knowledge
Navigator”
model, showing a
scam would have required them going to the extra step of
superimposing the image of a seam over the animation.

In the “Starfire”
smry line, .Iulie, the product later
of a
new sports c,ar at a major automobile m:ulufac[urer,
has
discovered that one o~ hcr so-called collcagucs, Mike
0’Ccmnor, has sent a memo to (he CEO 0( the company,
telling him that .lulie’s car is no( ready.
0’Connor
suggests that his new sedan should be moved up inlo
‘rk (XO has
Julie’s place in the production schcdulc.
called an emergency meeting, and .lulic now has live hours
to put together a prescn[alioa she expcctcd to work on for
a week.

Guideline:
Avoid impossible
hardware
reintroduce hardw<we artifacts where needed.

Since we arc showing a mature system only 10 years from
now, we in general stuck to hardware designs that are
either working in laboratories tockly or have been actually
implemented,
though perhaps on a smaller scale. For
example, many of our portable models have an HDTV
aspect ratio of 16:9, with an implied
increase in
resolution.
It does not require much of a leap of faith to
see such portables being widely available in ten years.

We could have ended the slory Ihcre, wi~h km ot’ hearls
and flowers and pats on the back for wha( a SWCIIjob .lulie
bad done, except for the following guidclitw:
In “Starfire,”

and

Results:
We developed
a wide range of computing
devices for “S tarfire,” to deliver a message we felt was
important:
Computer displays of the future will not only
gel smaller, they will get bigger. People will work with
a family of devices, from tiny PDAs to wall-sized screens,
choosing at any moment the devices most suitable for
(heir work [19, 26-30].

She goes into (he execulive s(alt’ nwcling with a well-puttogether report, along with some back-up ma[erial.
She
then preSelltS her reporl, which she coukl have dOtle on
any contemporary system tied inlo a video projector.

Our Guideline:
terribly wrong.

designs

things lnusl go terribly,

The primwy display device in “Starfire”
features a highdcfini(ion
(150 (lpi or better) 24 bit color, two square
meter curved panel that acts as both an input device
(touch, stylus, and digitizing)
and display.
This screen
has a curving five and a half foot long, two foot high
vcrtic<al w-es that then sweeps downward into an eighteen
inch deep horizontal work surface. The effect is that the
user is si[[ing before a section of a modified sphere.

When Julie finishes her rcporl, O’Connor
offers an
effective rebuttal, based on a five-year-old
AuloWeek
report on a differcn[ car. Armed w]i(h t(xl{ly’s technology,
Julie would now be sunk.
Writing a story line like this forced us m look at the real
needs of presenters. Things don’ t always go as planned,
Anyone who has ever been in an exccu[i vc staff mec[ing
at a karge corporation
knows that il is rare to even gel
halfway through a format prescmtaiion hclore the qucstioas
and shouting begins.

For purposes of the film, we assumed we would be able to
fabricate such a surface out of a solid-state matrix [27].

tol
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This allowed
us the
photogenic
industrial
2004, we would have
projection technology,
Newman, ef. a/. [15].

hands on the horizontal part of such a display, with the
wrists and ,arms resting on the surface, would be quite
natural, Occasionally reaching up to the vertical surface
to slide an object or lwo would be more productive than
searching for the mouse [5, 20, 22]. However, having to
suspend one’s hand and arm in the air to really accomplish
work on the vertical surface would be torturous [20].

greatest freedom il] creating
a
11 could well be thal in
design.
(o actually build the device using
as explored by Kreugcr [11] and

In the film
medium,
the simpler
Observation:
and
less
direct
the
physical
interaction
with
the interface
is, the less expensive
it is to film
it.

Over the course of prepmluction,
we moved several key
sequences to the vertical part of the display primarily to
save the money hand or stylus interaction would have cost
us: in real-life, Julie would probably spend more time
working on the flat part of her desk than we have shown.

The problem
with film is tha~ it is too good.
In
“Starfire,”
we show our I Ieroinc producing a really slick
presentation over (he course of five hours. We could have
bad her walk in(o her office, announm to the compuhx,
“whip me up a hot prmenlalion
by 4:001” aml then leave
for a long lunch. Five hours Ia(cr, au i\ll(llr~)porn[)lTllic
agent could have “handed” hcr [hc report, anLI WC would
have saved tens of thousands of dollars (Jo special cffcc[s.

Voice Recognition
Voice recognition
was a real money saver, costing one
tmlh the price of hand anLI stylus interaction.
Voice fit in
well with our interface strategy of enabling a wide range
of overlapping
input methods, and we assumed a fairly
mature voice recognition technology by 2004.

“KnowleLige
Navigator’”
tlscLi :ip]l:lrell(lyfl?~wlcss
contiguous-speech
voice and con{cxt rccoguifion
as
Nothing had [o be
extensively as it did to savt money:
animated cm the screen. No visible commands nculed k)
be accepted and acknowkxlgul.
( Privale conversations
with Doris Mitch, co-crea[or of Knowledge Navigator.)
Our

We did not assume that voice recognition would be backed
up by a robust contextual
recognition
capability
that
would allow the computer to “know” whether it or another
human was being spoken to. We developed a set of rather
simple voice guidelines.
The primary rule was that if no
one else was in tile room or on the videophone,
the
computer would assume anything the protagonist said to
be directed toward the computer. That meant that the user
could not talk very loudly to herself, but it did eliminate
the need for any preface to communication.
When
someone was in the room or on the screen, then the user
had to initiate an instruction with a pre-clefined command
word.

First design [he interface.
Then make
dccisious based 00 budgci limi(a~i(ms.

Guideline:

filming

we sho~v thwc cl:lsscs of inpul:
Result:
In “Starfirc”,
gestural and stylus (~ri(h (1)c ac[ors’ han(is visible in the
shots), mouse, and voice. In :Ndi(ion, we had (WO film
techniques open to us to heip miucc costs: the reverse
angle shot, and conversion of action m monologue.
Direct

Physical Interact/on:

Reverse Angle Shots

Gestural and Stylus Input

Gestural and stylus input arc by far [he most expensive to
film, requiring complex animati[)ms synchronized to the
actors’ movements.
This lypc of siloo(ing en[aiied a
considerable amount of special CIICCK processing Mm on
to make the final composi[c look real. ‘Ilw cost would
have been considerably
higher had wc nol Crea(cd [he
aninml ions in-house.

Reverse angle shots are a standard part of film technique
[9, 13]. They can be seen in their most blatant form on
TV news magazines, such m, “60 Minutes,” or, “20/20,”
wherein
periodically
we switch
from watching
the
interviewee to looking at the interviewer nodding sagely
in response.
(The lauer shot having
been filmed
allerwards, then cut, often awkwardly, into place.)

Indirect Physical Interaction:

III “Smrf
ire,”
we used reverse shots not only (luring
lluln~ill-t(~-llumall
dialog, but during human-to-computer
dialog:
by switching our spectators from a shot of the
screen to a shot of the actress reacting to the screen, for
seconds at a time our special effects budget fell to
practically zero. Instead of costly and complex animations
of screen elements whizzing
around, we were able to
substitute
some simple
sound effects,
along with
movements of the actors’ eyes, to convey motion in the
spectator’s mind.

Mouse Input

The mouse turned ou [ to be a reai money saver, since,
once we had eslablislmd (ilrough a long s11o[tha~ an actor
was holding the mouse, we could 10 cut away to an inserl
shot that showed only the animation.
We still have the
time and expense of producing the animalimls hmwlves,
but the llalld-syllci~r~) lliz~ltio(l
find special
effects
compositing costs went away. An iascr( shot cost around
one third as much as a gcsturai or stylus silot 10 produce,
again based on our developing (I1c animations imhouse.

Our reverse shots also cost one tenth the price of hand and
stylus interaction.
Thus, at the price of voice recognition,

Fortuua(cly, we felt we needut a mouse (or other indirect
pointing device) t’or our gian{, curved display, [.Jsing the
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we were able to deliver
physical interaction.

made the iutcrface
use.

the impac( ol Iw mow expensive

itself cleaner and more productive

to

Monologue

Computer Feedback

Monologue istllebwgtill
bzlse[llclltf)l
vidci>pro[(>typi[lg.
In this technique, an actordolivcrs
a soliloquy on some
complex serics~>fiiltcr{lctit)lls
acctmlplished oil-screen at
another time.
Monologue
not only COSISa minimum
amount, it can compress a series 01 interactions
that
might take an hour or two ink) the space 0[ a few seconds.
Itcanalso
putanaudiencc
Ioslcepi litrulls]
nuclllnore”
than 15 or20sec0nds.
(15{}r20scc(J11 ds)isallctcrllily
ill
film [10,13]).

Both users and spectators will need to see the ultimate
resul[ of a calculation or process, but in many cases, users
would only be confused
by seeing the underlying
algorithms
that drive the process [25].
For us to

We avoided monologue

communicate our vision to our spectators, however, we
bad to ensure that every concept
was faithfully
transmiltul.
We developed our most complex animation strictly so that
the viewing audience could understand our algorithms. In
the scene, .lulie wants to place a male model beside a 3D
model of her c,ar, in order to dress up her presentation.
She first asks for a 3D mannequin from her Vellum 3D
tool set, then chooses a male model from an existing 2D
t’ihn as the source of a texture map, The system then
maps the mate model onto the mannequin form.

in Startkc.

The
first
goal
in
a video
Observation:
prototype
is to communicate
a vision
to the
The
seconci
goal
is to
viewing
audience.
design
a usable
system.
Our Guideline:
13nsure [M (Iw viewing audience can
see and understand the stages in complex compulalions,
even if that requires making lhin:s visib]c (!M mighl bc
quite invisible in the acluat product.

We wautcd to show each step of what might be the
intcrnat process by which this 2D to 3D modeling might
happen. First, m show how the male model is picked out
of the film, we have her use a future version of the
PhoLoshop wand on the model. The wand tool jogs the
film back and forth, demonstrating
that it is finding the
edges of [he object not by color or value, but by

Throughout
Ihc course
01 writing
(Iw
Result:
screenplay, blocking the action, shooting, and editing, we
bad to ccmstamly be swam ot’ OLJr(WO sew of “USCJX”: the
fictional users parked in lmnl 01 their fictional c(mpulcrs,
and our very real spectators watching lhe Iinat “StarfiHe”
film.

movement in time against the background.
It then selects
[he object. Originally,
we showed the selected object by
rcmowng the color from everything else in the image.
[Jnforhmatcly,
while test viewers could identify the object
as being special, they didn’ t understand he was selected.
We had (o add the familim marcluee of moving black lines
for viewers to “get it.” (And, of course, we increased the
thickness of the marquee, so VHS viewers would be able
to sce what is going on.)

Every time a new decisi(m poin( arme in [he projett, we
looked at our op(ions bet!] (’mm ihu perspective of our
future users and our imnwdiam spcclalors.
This process
did not result in our changing the b:lsics of (I1Cinlmlace,
but did result in our increasing
the visibility
of our
interactivity:

Once Julie OK’s the selection,
a system tool t,akes
control, running the film forward, taking snapshots of
different
views of the man as he walks through the
commercial
and developing them into a bottled texture
map of the man that Vellum can then pour out onto the
articulated mannequin Julie will place beside the new car,

User Input
(TiVCI1 u &:Ino 01 a visual
Anyone WhO has ever bCCJl ~
iJlterface product by Someone using short-cut tmys knows
what happens when, as a specmlor, you caJ1’t scc every
Things start popping up and
step the user is followiag.
disappearing from [hc scrccn its though by magic.
We
fmm.i it necessary to ehsurc that our spccmors could we
w hear every cmmnunicalion
from user to compuhx.

In a rest product, the computer could cany out all its work
without showing the film moving at all, and, indeed, if it
could capture [he texture map quickly eIIOUgh, that would
probably be [he collect interface.
For the sake of the
movie, however, we wanted people to understand that we
were not using magic; we were using a specific set of
algori(ilms
that communicate
an even more specific

We also found it necessary somclimcs to limit (Iw number
of movements that actors had to matw m accomplish a
(ask. Too much [lading around w:is j USI M disconcerting
as hidden movements. IJ1oJw case, I had to come up with
a simplified
interaction
while standing on the stage in
North IIollywood
while 20 highly-paid
people stood
arouJl(t waiting.
The ellt.1 result was a lnl]Ch SiJnpkX
gesture that not only made the I“ilm more walcbable, but

message: In the Smrfire system, applications-and
their
developers-will
work in close cooperation
with each
other and the system to reduce the work burden on the user
and to enable end results that would otherwise be difficult
or impossible to achieve.
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Video
prototyping
Observation:
opportunity
to
explore
social,
technical
issues.

as

offers
well

With or without such extrapolations,
will engender discussion.

the
as

Film is a powerful medium, capable of either showing
perfection,
thereby
stifling
discussion,
or showing
imperfection,
thereby promoting
debate. In building a
video prototype, we felt an ethical imperative to show the
limitations of our designs.

Because video prototypes show systems opcmtin: in .siru,
they present the opportunity
to explore polcntial impacts,
negative as well as positive, on [hc daily lives of’ [heir
users.
Our Guideline:
Showcase an unrcsolvd
that Starfire will raise or exacerhatc.

we hope the scene

CONCLUSION

social issue

Video
prototyping
is a powerful
medium
for
communicating
not only the functionality,
but the spirit
and personality
of a new application
or computer.
It
eliminates all the limitations
of computer prototyping,
but at the expense of introducing
a number of seeming
advantages that can work together to lure the prototype
away flom the possible toward the land of fantmy.

Starfire has the chamctcristiw of a media space, defined by
Mantei, et. al., as “a syslem (ha[ uscs in(egratcd video,
audio, and compulers to allow individuals and groups m
work together dcspi(e being dis(ribu(ed
spatially
and
temporally
[14].”
Such sysktns immutialely
raise the
specter of violations of the righ( (0 privacy
[4, 7, 8, 12,
14, 24]. We wanted to explore (he ramifications of media
spaces, not by solving
[he privacy problcm,
but by
ctemonswatiug it.

We found that by adhering to the guidelines we developed,
we were able to produce a drama with a strong story line,
a large number of clear and definite messages, and a
sprinkling
of controversial
elements, all wrapped in a
video promtype that still demonstrated the fundamentals of
au impkmentable
new architecture.

Result:
We assumed our syslem w’ould have such buillin s,afegu,ads as no one being able (t) sw ill[o your priva(e
space without your being ab]e to walch (hcm [21]. We
also assumed that [he mechanism
for lurning 01[ (he
cameras showing your space would bc (id (o the physical
structure of your space. For example, (I1c glance camera,
used by others to sce if you are in, migh( be mounted in
C1OSC(I)c door and it would be
your door frame:
impossible for outsiders to see in.

I-Iigh-budget video prototyping is a new field, and we are
conficknt
that those that come afler us will improve
(~reatly upon what we have done.
We offer these
;bservatiom
and guidelines ,asa platform from which they
can begin.
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